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Explore historic city of Budapest with the help of this genuinely pocket-sized, pop-up map. Small in

size yet big on detail, this compact, dependable, city map will ensure you don&#39;t miss a thing.*

Includes 2 popout maps Ã¢â‚¬â€œ a detailed street map of the city centre as well as an overview

map of greater Budapest* Additional maps of Varhegy, Belvaros and the metro are also included*

Handy, self-folding, tourist map is small enough to fit in your pocket yet offers extensive coverage of

the city in an easy-to-use format* Thorough street index is also featured and cross-referenced to the

map so you can easily find your destination* Hotels, restaurants, stores and attractions are all

included on the maps
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Founded in 1993 in Bath, England, PopOut maps have established themselves as a best-selling

range of pocket-sized city maps. Featuring a central and greater crop of the city, plus smaller maps

of popular tourist areas and a transportation map to navigate the city, the PopOut has everything

you need to discover your chosen destination. Our striking map designs feature: Easy to read icons

and fonts Patented, self-folding, durable format Assured reliability and accuracy Clear and logical

navigation with cross-referenced indexes to all streets and places of interest Eye-catching,

laminated cover designs

Decent map, but I have learned that the free/locally available maps are always more than sufficient



and actually have better detail. I do like the way this map folds small and is waterproof.

Love these pop out maps. Fits right in your pocket. More travel info than just the map. Perfect.

Great to carry in your back pocket.

It is great....can't wait for the journey!
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